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 CROWDS FALL SILENT AS FOOTBALL MARKS
REMEMBRANCE EVENTS
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New Members. 
We would like to welcome 

John Smallwood of Rochdale 
AFC, Gary Newman of 

Gillingham FC and Simon 
McHardy of Whitby Town FC 
who have joined us since our 

last newsletter.

News for Members. 

John Robinson has 
resigned his post as 
Deputy Safety Officer 

at Peterborough United 
FC. The Safety Officer 
at Peterborough is Sye 

Roberts

New Safety Officer at 
Huddersfield Town.
Brian Slater will be 

the New Safety Officer 
at Huddersfield Town 
from 1 January 2020. 

He replaces John 
Robinson. Brian has 

moved from 
Rochdale FC.

The Football World Remembers...
Football grounds around the country fell silent as a mark of respect at 
home games before Remembrance Sunday and Armistice Day as football 
honoured those who made the ultimate sacrifice for our freedom.

Our thanks to Barnsley FC who have kindly provided our front page cover 
and the ‘Lest We Forget’ photo above.

Accredit Solutions 
to Sponsor 
Accreditation 
Badges at 
Conference
The FSOA is pleased to announce 
that Accredit Solutions have 
once again agreed to sponsor the 
FSOA Accreditation Badges at our 
Conference in March 2020

LEST WE FORGET

Leicester City are refreshing their coats and a majority of them are in good quality. 
If any lower league club requires any stewards jackets please contact 
Victoria Newby at Leicester City on Victoria.Newby@lcfc.co.uk
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FSA Faircop:
We need to talk 
about stewarding
Twitter: @FSA_Faircop

Email: amanda.jacks@thefsa.org.uk

There have been a handful of high profile flashpoints 
between fans and stewards in recent weeks leading 
many supporters to write to the FSA with complaints. 
Here FSA caseworker Amanda Jacks runs through 
a nine point plan to radically improve the quality of 
match-day stewarding…

Match day stewards are an integral part of football, 
every bit as important as players.

Without the stewards, games could not be played. 
It’s as simple as that. They have many critical 
responsibilities including assisting with the circulation 
of spectators, preventing overcrowding, reducing the 
likelihood of disorder and much more.

Despite this, their pay isn’t great with many being paid 
a minimum wage or not much more; it’s likely they are 
on zero hours contracts too.

There are next to no ‘perks’ (it’s been known some 
clubs charge them for a hot drink) and they’re certainly 
not there to watch the game.

There is no avoiding the fact that on occasion they 
will have to deal with people behaving poorly and may 
even face violence. Being a steward is a tough job 
which the vast majority do well.

However, if you sensed a ‘but’ coming, you’d be right.

Nine point plan for improving stewarding

Based on my experience of being the FSA’s caseworker for more than ten years, I believe that there needs to be a complete overhaul of stewarding 
operations within our football clubs. In no particular order, a few ideas:

A complete change of mindset: Stewards are effectively a club’s front of house staff, something far too many clubs fail to recognise. In some cases they 
represent a club’s ‘global brand’. Next time you attend a match have a look at the stewards and how they treat you. What do they tell you about the 
football club they’re representing? More importantly, how does that club value your custom? We don’t want red carpets or to be called sir or madam but it 
would be nice to be treated in a comparable way to what other ‘world class’ venues (which many of our stadiums are), and not made to feel like a potential 
public order problem. Basics, such as a smile and a cheery greeting go a very long way.

We’re not criminals: The overwhelming number of people who go through the turnstiles are law abiding men, women and children with no intentions other 
than having a good day out and supporting their team. It should be drummed into stewards that they should treat people accordingly.

Customer service: In terms of basic customer service training, there should be more of a cross over between corporate hospitality and the stadium safety 
teams to ensure those who have paid for the cheapest ticket in the stadium are made to feel as welcome as those who are getting five star treatment. The 
knowledge that fans will return week after week, month after month and year after year should not mean complacency when it comes to customer service. 
Stewards can create a welcoming environment and contribute to setting the tone, not nearly enough do that.

Apply common sense: Give stewards discretion. A bag an inch too big with only a few items in it will cause no harm. Is a child really going to hurl a Fruit 
Shoot towards the pitch? An old man is very unlikely to have a knife or drugs under his flat cap, so don’t make him remove it.
Keep it in-house: There is ample anecdotal evidence telling us that supporters aren’t big fans of agency stewards and much prefer – and respond better to – 
those who they see regularly in their part of the ground. Mutually respectful relationships reduce the likelihood of poor behaviour and disorder. Clubs should 
bring more stewards in house, pay them well, find out and use what additional skills they have (such as a second language or first aid skills) and make them 
truly feel part of the team. The benefits are endless.

Approachability: The 2012 Olympics hosted in London managed to run an overwhelmingly safe event without a high-vis jacket in sight. Get stewards out of 
(often poorly fitting) bright yellow or orange coats and get them into smart ‘Games Maker’ type uniforms we saw the Olympics. Or at the least, clubs should 
ensure and enforce good dress codes. Who wants to be greeted by a burly, 6’4” steward who’s tucked his trousers into his boots paramilitary style and is 
wearing sun glasses despite the fact it’s raining cats and dogs? What message does that send?
Understanding the culture: Ensure stewards have a good knowledge of football fans – set reasonable tolerance levels not zero tolerance. Make sure they are 
capable of intervening in a way that calms rather than escalates.

Appropriate force: Critically, stewards being hands on should be a last resort and not a first resort. Headlocks are dangerous. Throwing people to the ground 
is dangerous – and then sitting them is doubly dangerous. I don’t care how rarely that happens – it should not happen at all unless absolutely necessary for 
the stewards own safety. Fans being ejected who are passive and pose no threat should not have their arms wrenched up their backs or even a hand on an 
arm. Get stewards trained to police standards of restraint.

They aren’t the fun police: Understand how to manage crowd surges after a goal, especially when a play runs over to celebrate with fans. Safety should be 
at the forefront of crowd management in these situations, not preventing pitch incursions – why else would stewards push fans back into those behind the 
pushing forward?
These points are not exhaustive, but this is a blog not a thesis. I’d be interested to hear what you think of your experiences, the good, the bad and the ugly 
and how you think stewarding could be improved – feel free to email me if you have any further ideas.

Finally, reading most club ‘charters’ and you will find a paragraph reminding supporters that they should behave and adhere to ground regulations.

Clubs expect supporters to behave – with tough sanction imposed on fans who break the rules, but this has to be a two way street. Match-days couldn’t 
happen without stewards so it’s vital that clubs have the same exacting standards of their stewarding teams.

What do you think about Amanda’s Nine Point Plan for Improving Stewarding? Let 
us know your thoughts or Email amanda.jacks@thefsa.org.uk
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RECRUITMENT OPPORTUNITIES
SAFETY OFFICER AT LIVERPOOL FC
We have an exciting opportunity for someone to come and join the Stadium Operations Team as an Event Safety Officer who will ensure all legislation and 
regulation requirements are met to enable activities in the Stadium take place in a safe and controlled environment. Working in this role you will ensure that 
the Safety Policies are adhered to for all events whilst ensuring a best in class customer experience is delivered.
What does this role involve?
On a day to day basis you will:
Collaborate with the Concert and Events Management team to plan all elements of major event delivery, completing all documentation required to ensure 
safety certificate and stadium safety policy are complied with.
Perform the role of Safety Officer as outlined in the Green Guide/Purple Guide-Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds / Guide to Safety at Music & Other Events.
Work with the Senior Safety Manager in relation to the preparation of all contingency plans and documentation in support of the Ground Safety Certificate.
Determine the safe capacity numbers using industry standard criteria and devise and agree with local authority and police the traffic management strategy and 
management plan.
Devise and agree a crisis management plan and agree with relevant internal and external stakeholders for each event.
Co-ordinate and ensure adequate trained resources pre, during and post major events, to deliver events in a safe and compliant manner.
Complete pre and post-event briefings and inspections, back up with written documentation as required within the Safety Certificate.
Ensure that there is in place a clear system of communications, both inside and outside the stadium for use by safety/security personnel.
Liaise with outside bodies such as the Certifying Authority (LCC) and emergency services etc. as and when necessary.
Ensure that safety/security/medical staff are appropriately trained and deployed.
Manage all stewarding resources and ensure that they are appropriately trained and deployed.
To coordinate and carry out emergency evacuation procedures and other duties as laid down in the Operations Manual.
In collaboration with the Stadium Manager, ensure pre-match inspections of the Stadium are completed and recorded.
Ensure that the requisite number of security staff are strategically and tactically evaluated and deployed to carry out any security requirements associated with 
the event.
Ensure all post event reports and investigations are completed and take remedial action as and when required.
Ensure all relevant records are collected and maintained appropriately.
.
Undertake safety duties toward European away fixtures and pre-season tours as required. This would include responsibilities involving pre-match planning 
reconnaissance visits, ticket collection point logistics and match day safety and security duties and responsibilities associated with UEFA and the fixture.
Who are we looking for?
We are looking for somebody with experience of working in an Event Safety role with strong knowledge of safety regulation within a Sporting Events context. 
You will have previous experience of liaison with safety regulatory bodies and working on security arrangements and strategies. You can balance safety 
requirements with customer service. To be eligible to apply you must hold level 4 Spectator.
To make this role a success you will need to be a great communicator, both written and verbal, with excellent negotiation skills. You are somebody who can 
problem solve and confidently make decisions under pressure. This role will involve working with IT systems so you will be comfortable using technology.
This is a full-time permanent role working 35 hours per week on a 5 from 7 contract which will include working evenings and weekends.  Your main base will 
be Anfield Stadium, with some travel needed.
To reward your hard work and commitment we offer a competitive salary, 25 days holiday plus 8 bank holidays and the option to purchase up to an additional 
5 days. You can join the pension scheme where the Club will match your contributions up to 5%.  You will have access to our benefits kit bag where you can 
get high street discounts in tonnes of local shops and restaurants and the opportunity to get involved with volunteering opportunities to give back to the local 
community.  Working at Liverpool FC means you are part of an icon of global sport, a brand with an exceptional heritage. Hundreds of millions of people across 
the globe are devoted to the Club, but there is more to Liverpool FC than the scale of its fanbase. 126 years of success and heartache has forged a truly unique 
identity. Working for Liverpool FC makes you more than just an employee, you are an integral part of the world`s greatest football family.

TO APPLY PLEASE GO TO: https://recruitment.liverpoolfc.com/vacancies/jobs/view/418

HOW DO YOU PLAN FOR THIS?
There was an interesting occurrence at Nuneaton Borough last week when their goalkeeper Tony Breedon 
stepped up on the hour to take a penalty against Stratford Town in the Southern Premier League Central 
division clash.
Breedon shanked the ball over the bar and into the top of the stand where a group of young football fans 
were stood watching the match. The ball struck a fluorescent light attached to the stand roof, which in in 
turn fell, hanging only by its electrical cord and swung towards the young people, missing them by inches. 
From a spectator video it looks as though if the youngster had been standing in front of the barrier instead of 
behind it, they could have been subjected to injury!
Quite how we provide for this kind of thing in our risk assessments I’m not sure but it emphasises how 
thorough we need to be when anything is fixed around our fields of play.
The following link to an article in the Daily Mail
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-7693163/Nuneaton-goalkeeper-steps-spot-kick-blazes-
smashing-light-goal.html
shows 2 videos. The official one from halfway and the view from the stands. The following link from the 
Guardian also show it from different angles.
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/video/2019/nov/16/nuneaton-borough-keeper-shanks-his-penalty-into-
stands-and-breaks-a-light-video

We are delighted to announce our next
Conference & Exhibition will take place
on March 24th and 25th 2020.
Conference will take place at Stratford Manor in 
Stratford-upon-Avon.
Following the success of our latest
event, we have 17 exhibitors already confirmed.
Also every effort is already being put

into securing another packed programme of 
speakers to provide you with information and 
guidance which you can take with you into your 
working roles.
We look forward to seeing you all
there! Further details about the event
will be released over the coming
months.

Apply to the FSOA Office for a booking form 
at info@fsoa.org.uk or Tel: 01254 841771

BOOK NOW

Autumn 2019 Conference & Exhibition
#FSOAConference

17 EXHIBITORS ALREADY CONFIRMED!
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EDD are specialists in explosive, pyrotechnic, firearms and 
drug detection.

We provide highly visible qualified detection dogs and 
qualified professional handlers to support and enhance your 
existing security measures.

Helping to ensure stadiums and arenas are safe and secure 
before, during and after an event.

Why Choose EDD:
 ■ Proven track record at Premier League and UEFA 
Champions League Matches

 ■ Fully qualified and accredited handlers and dogs 
 ■ Flexible, bespoke solutions including the training of your 
own inhouse detection dog teams

 ■ Fully licensed by the Home Office to store and keep 
explosives and drugs

 ■ ISO 9001 Accredited
 ■ £10 Million Public Liability Insurance

 

Providing safety, 
assurance and security 
in an uncertain world

EVENT
DETECTION 
DOGS

Contact us: 01745 561166 
info@edd-uk.com
EDD is part of Wagtail Holdings Limited, international specialists in detection dogs and dog 
handler training. Wagtail Holdings Limited currently has contracts with government agencies 
in the UK and overseas for explosives and drug detection dogs and related services.


